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The Editor’s Page

This double issue of the Gazette has two articles on
magic lantern related topics. The first is my own article on the oxyhydrogen microscope, a sister to the
magic lantern. I trace the origins of this instrument
back to the marriage of the solar microscope, an 18 th
century instrument, and the oxy-hydrogen blowpipe,
originally used for chemical analysis and secondarily
for illumination.
The oxyhydrogen microscope
(variously spelled with or without a hyphen, or as the
hydro-oxygen or gas microscope) was never really an
instrument used for scientific research, but rather an
attraction for public amusement. Parts of this story
have been told by other scholars, but never in a comprehensive way, and the material on exhibitions of the
oxyhydrogen microscope in the United States is entirely new. Particularly before the Civil War, audiences wondered at the appearance of fleas the size of elephants, fly eyes, and insect wings, or the feeding of
live Water Tigers, the larvae of a type of aquatic beetle.
In the second article, Suzanne Wray describes the
“Chemical Dioramas” presented by an obscure lecturer named Jonathan Bohuop in a showboat theater
called the Floating Hindoo Pagoda. In the 1850s, Bohuop took his show to small towns and cities along the
Ohio and Mississippi Rivers, where it often was hailed
as the greatest thing those communities had ever
seen. These articles add to our understanding of the
variety of itinerant showman who traveled the roads,
rails, and waterways in pre-Civil War America.
These two articles also illustrate how this type of
scholarship has changed in recent decades. Suzanne
and I use similar research methods, mining digital
databases of old newspapers and other 19th century
sources for advertisements and articles about obscure
showmen. So much material has now been digitized
that it literally was possible for me to research and
write my entire article while sitting at my laptop computer in my house while waiting for and recovering
from hip-replacement surgery. Vast archives of old
newspapers, although far from complete, provide access to information from major cities and small frontier towns. Resources such as Google Books also
make it possible to find references to events or individuals in books currently in print that might otherwise be overlooked. Many times I found that books
sitting on my own shelves contained references to the
oxyhydrogen microscope that otherwise might have
been overlooked. Finally, I was able to read nearly
every original scientific paper and book cited in my
article without setting foot in a library, allowing me to
trace the evolution of the oxyhydrogen microscope in
the words of the original inventors.
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As always, I am looking for more contributions to the
Gazette from researchers in North America and anywhere else in the world. Last year we had a series of
contributions from young European scholars, but
that pipeline has temporarily dried up, and recent
submissions have been scarce. Please consider submitting some of your research to the Gazette.

Kentwood D. Wells, Editor
451 Middle Turnpike
Storrs, CT 06268
kentwood.wells@uconn.edu
860-429-7458

Feature Article
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Fleas the Size of Elephants: the Wonders of the Oxyhydrogen Microscope
Kentwood D. Wells
451 Middle Turnpike
Storrs CT 06268
kentwood.wells@uconn.edu

The oxyhydrogen microscope, sister to the magic lantern, was a popular feature of public lectures on science
in the first half of the 19th century, both in Britain and
the United States. Audiences marvelled at images of
fleas the size of elephants, fly eyes magnified on a screen
to a diameter of 20 feet, or tiny swimming organisms
found in a drop of river water. Although commercially
produced oxyhydrogen microscopes (also known as oxyhydrogen, hydro-oxygen, or gas microscopes) resembled
limelight magic lanterns with special lens attachments
to project microscope slides (Fig. 1), the origins of this
instrument trace back to a marriage of two pre-existing
instruments, the solar microscope and the oxyhydrogen blowpipe.
Fig. 2. Solar microscope made in about 1760 by London instrument maker Benjamin Martin.
http://golubcollection.berkeley.edu/18th/275.html

Fig. 1. The oxyhydrogen microscope from 1841. The Magazine
of Science, and School of Arts, January 2, 1841.

The Solar Microscope
The solar microscope had been used in public lectures
and demonstrations in Europe since the 1730s (Fig. 2).
It consisted of a set of lenses designed to project microscope slides onto screen using the brilliant light of the
sun. The device was equipped with a mirror that could

Fig. 3. Solar microscope (top) and magic
lantern (bottom). Jean Antoine Nollet, Leçons de
Physique expérimentale, 1764, vol. 5.
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be rotated to follow the movements of the sun. Nevertheless, the main disadvantage of the solar microscope
is that it could not be used at night, and on cloudy days,
projected images were less than satisfactory.1
One of the most spectacular 19th century displays of the
solar microscope was the Microcosm, an installation of
a dozen or more solar microscopes with ever-changing
views, set up in 1827 in the optical shop of Philip Carpenter on Regent Street in London. During the day, the
microscopes relied on sunlight, but to extend the exhibition into the evening hours, Carpenter first used much
less intense gas lighting, and by the 1830s, he was using
“hydro-oxygen gas” illumination (limelight).2 Alhough
solar microscopes continued to be manufactured well
into the 19th century, most exhibitors and lecturers preferred to use the more versatile oxyhydrogen microscope.3
Robert Hare and the Oxy-hydrogen Blowpipe
Various kinds of blowpipes had long been essential tools
for chemists and mineralogists. Their purpose was to
introduce a stream of air onto a flame to increase the
amount of heat produced when the flame was applied to
a chemical, allowing for fusion or melting of the chemical to study its properties. Early blowpipes were tubes
with air blown by mouth, but various devices were used
to produce a stronger air current. Following the discovery of oxygen by Antoine Lavoisier and Joseph Priestley
in the late 18th century, various scientists experimented
with the use of pure oxygen in blowpipes to further increase the amount of heat produced, but none actually
produced a workable model.

Fig. 4. Robert Hare, American inventor of the oxyhydrogen blowpipe.
Popular Science Monthly, Volume 42 (1893)

In 1801, a young American chemist, Robert Hare (17811858) (Fig. 4), produced a prototype of a device he
called a hydrostatic blowpipe, and he published a description of the blowpipe in 1802 in American, British,
and French scientific journals. In addition to being a
chemistry lecturer at the University of Pennsylvania,
Hare was involved in his family’s brewery business, and
his first model of the hydrostatic blowpipe used a beer
barrel as the basis for a pump that used the incompressibility of water to force oxygen and hydrogen out of separate reservoirs through a narrow tube to the mouth of
the blowpipe (Fig. 5).
Later versions of the instrument had a somewhat more
simplified design (Fig. 6). When the combination of gases was ignited and applied to a chemical, it produced a
more intense heat that any previous type of blowpipe.
Other American scientists praised Hare’s invention as
one of the great discoveries in chemistry, and he was the
first recipient of the Rumford Prize, given by the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, in 1839, 18 years
after his invention. Several other scientists, including

Fig. 5. Robert Hare’s original hydrostatic oxyhydrogen blowpipe (1802).
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Fig. 6. Refined model of Hare’s hydrostatic oxyhydrogen blowpipe, which he used for many years
for chemical experiments. Robert Hare, M.D. 1828. Compendium of the Course of Chemical Instruction in the Medical
Department of the University of Pennsylvania, p. 74.

Yale’s Benjamin Silliman (1799-1864) (Fig. 7) and
transplanted Englishman Joseph Priestley, witnessed
his demonstration. Silliman conducted extensive experiments with Hare’s instrument and published numerous papers on the subject.4
Throughout his career, Hare complained that he had
not received sufficient credit for inventing the oxyhydrogen blowpipe, especially from British scientists.
He particularly objected to his treatment by Edward
D. Clarke (1769-1822), Professor of Mineralogy at
Cambridge University (Fig. 8). Clarke described a hydrostatic oxy-hydrogen blowpipe in 1819, which Hare
considered to be very similar in design to his own
blowpipe. Clarke largely ignored Hare’s work. When
John Griffin published A Practical Treatise on the Use
of the Blowpipe in 1827, he barely mentioned Hare’s
1802 description of his hydrostatic blowpipe, but did
give a detailed comparison of the results of chemical
experiments conducted by Hare and Clarke.5
Hare complained about the perceived neglect of his
invention in numerous publications. In a chemistry
textbook published in 1828 for the use of his medical
students at the University of Pennsylvania, he included a detailed and rather harsh assessment of Clarke’s
work in an appendix, “Strictures on a publication entitled Clarke’s gas blowpipe.” In one passage, he stated
“Dr. Clark [Clarke] pretends that the process he has
employed is the best. Admitting this, would it afford
him any excuse for taking so little notice of mine, or

Fig. 7. Yale scientist Benjamin Silliman, who conducted experiments with Hare’s oxy-hydrogen
blowpipe and defended Hare’s priority as the inventor of the device.

attributing the discovery of it to others, especially
while professing to give a fair history of this invention?” He went on to say “The author of this professedly candid publication would wish to convey the
idea of my apparatus being so inferior in power to
that adopted by him, as to render it unnecessary, in a
history of the invention, to quote my experiments.” 6
Benjamin Silliman, who became a champion for
Hare’s priority, also used every opportunity to praise
Hare’s work, and by extension, his own experiments
with Hare’s instrument, which had been equally ignored by both Clarke and Griffin. Hare and his
American champions continued for more than half a
century to criticize British scientists and instrument
makers who claimed to have invented or improved
the oxy-hydrogen blowpipe. 7
A major problem with many of the early oxyhydrogen blowpipes, including Clarke’s, was the danger of explosion through backfire if burning oxygen
and hydrogen were draw back into the blowpipe,
causing the reservoirs to ignite. Indeed, Clarke found
his own oxy-hydrogen blowpipe so dangerous that he
“resorted to the expedient of building up a brick wall
between himself and his instrument,” which no doubt
limited the practical use of the apparatus. One solution to this problem was to narrow the tip of the
blowpipe to reduce backflow of gas. Another was to
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Fig. 10. Goldsworthy Gurney’s safety oxy-hydrogen
blowpipe. Gas is stored in the bladder at right, which
is used to fill the flexible reservoir at the top. The
wood cap is connected to a platform by rods. When
weights are placed on the platform, a mixture of oxygen and hydrogen is pushed into the blowpipe at left.

Fig. 8. Edward D. Clarke, accused by Robert Hare of
ignoring Hare’s work on the oxy-hydrogen blowpipe.
keep constant pressure on the reservoir of gas to ensure a steady one-way flow through the pipe to the
flame. A major contribution to safety and convenience
was an oxy-hydrogen blowpipe designed in 1823 by
Goldsworthy Gurney (1793-1875) (Fig. 9). Gurney was
a lecturer in chemistry and natural philosophy at the
Surrey Institution in London, and he unveiled his device during his final chemistry lecture to the institution. Gurney’s blowpipe (Fig. 10) was more compact
than previous models and utilized a common reservoir to contain a mixture of oxygen and hydrogen.
This flexible reservoir was covered by a wooden cap
connected to a platform by metal rods. When weights
were placed on the platform, the wooden cap maintained constant pressure on the reservoir as the gas
was depleted.8

Fig. 9. Goldsworthy Gurney, who invented a safer
model of oxy-hydrogen
blowpipe. Wikipedia

Transactions of the Society, Instituted at London, for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce, vol. 41 (1823).

Into the Limelight
Scientists experimenting with oxy-hydrogen blowpipes were interested mainly in the heat generated by
the blowpipe flame, but a byproduct of the heat applied to certain chemicals was the production of light.
This was particularly true when a flame was applied
to a stick of lime. Robert Hare mentioned in his initial report of his experiments in 1802 that lime produced the most intense light of any chemical tested,
“the splendour of which was insupportable to the naked eye.” He recommended the light be viewed
through deep-colored glasses.9
Other men who witnessed or repeated his experiments, including Priestley and Silliman, also noted
this effect. Silliman used almost the same language
as Hare in describing the brightness of limelight in a
paper delivered to the Connecticut Academy of Arts
and Sciences in 1811: “When the compound flame fell
upon the lime, the splendor of the light was perfectly
inspportable, by the naked eye. . .”10 Hare also reported that Rubens Peale used the same intrument as
Silliman to perform experiments “for the amusement
of visitors” at his father’s museum in Philadelphia;
presumably the visitors were most impressed by the
spectacular light effects.11 In a paper published in
1820, David Brewster suggested that the brilliant
light produced by intense heating of lime “might have
a most extensive and useful application, both in the
arts and in domestic economy.”12
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In 1823, Goldsworthy Gurney went even further in
proposing practical uses for limelight: “[The light]
from pure lime, is so astonishingly intense and powerful, that it cannot be borne by the eye at all, particularly when under a strong flame from nine to ten inches
in length. The light from lime is not unlike daylight in
appearance; I am confident that one of our largest theatres might be lighted by it with the most splendid
effect; in fact, every other artificial light is thrown into
shade before it. However fanciful the idea may be, I
cannot help thinking that, at some future time, the
light produced in this way from some of the earths, will
be used with great advantage in light-houses &c.” It
seems likely that Gurney demonstrated limelight effects during his lecture, and his biographer cites a
member of the audience as reporting that Gurney lit
up the theater with limelight. There also is evidence
that Gurney used limelight to demonstrate the prismatic colors of light.13
In a lecture on the blowpipe delivered to the London
Mechanics’ Institution in June 1825, John Lewthwaite
echoed Gurney’s comments, suggesting that if lime
could be used successfully for illumination, “the gas
lights in use at present would comparatively fade into
nothing.” Lewthwaite followed in the tradition of other British authors in ignoring the work of Americans
Hare and Silliman.14 That same year, Michael Faraday
demonstrated the “limelight effect” at the Royal Institution, using Gurney’s oxy-hydrogen blowpipe. Various authors have claimed both Hare and Gurney as
the “discoverer” or “inventor” of limelight, but clearly
many scientists who had experimented with lime had
observed the “limelight effect” (How could they miss
it?).15 However, none of these individuals actually applied limelight to practical illumination, although in
the 1830s, Gurney invented the Bude Light, which
applied oxygen to an Argand oil lamp flame to increase brightness of the light.
One person who did not view Gurney’s suggestion of
limelight for lighthouses as “fanciful” was Lt. Thomas
Drummond (1797-1840) (Fig. 12). He had seen Faraday’s demonstration of the “limelight effect” and immediately began to explore its potential as an illuminant. He experimented with limelight as an illumination source for lighthouses, but ultimately limelight
did not catch on for this purpose, partly because of the
difficulty of hauling the necessary equipment to distant lighthouse locations. Drummond was more successful in developing a spotlight using limelight illumination, which allowed the light to be seen many
miles away. In the 1820s, Drummond was involved
with the Royal Engineers in the Ordnance Survey of
Ireland. His limelight spotlight enabled light to be
transmitted between distant Ordnance Survey stations. His first demonstration of the light was in No-
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Fig. 12. Thomas Drummond, often credited with
the invention of limelight illumination.
http://www.historyireland.com/18th-19th-century-history/
larcom-the-cartographer-political-economy-in-pre-famineireland/

vember 1825, and his description of his experiments
was published in 1826. Although Drummond did
not adapt limelight for projecting images, he demonstrated practical uses for this type of light, and the
names limelight and Drummond light soon became
interchangeable in the world of magic lanterns and
oxyhydrogen microscopes.16 The Drummond light
even became an attraction in its own right, with itinerant lecturers such as Dionysius Lardner lighting up
whole theaters with multiple Drummond lights as
part of his regular lecture entertainments.17
Limelight as an Illuminant for Projection of
Images
In November 1825, the same month in which Drummond conducted his limelight experiments, and a
year before his results were published, Dr. George
Birkbeck (1776-1841) gave a lecture at the London
Mechanics’ Institution which seems to be the first
documented instance of limelight being used with a
projecting microscope and a magic lantern. George
Birkbeck (Fig. 13) was originally from Glasgow, but
moved to London to take up a medical practice. At
the time of this lecture he was the first President of
the newly founded London Mechanics’ Institution
and its principal lecturer.18 Birkbeck, who lectured on
a variety of scientific topics, chose the telescope and
the microscope as his subject. He was assisted by two
men who made important contributions to the use of
limelight in microscopy and magic lantern work. The
first was John Thomas Cooper (1790-1854), chemical
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artificial sun, with an evolution of such light
as the solar rays are composed of; and, by
directing this light through a prism, we shall
be able to decompose it into the seven colour
-making rays, of which light is constituted.

Fig. 13. George Birkbeck, who used limelight to illuminate a magic lantern and a solar microscope in
1825.
New York Public Library

lecturer at the Institution who later teamed with
London optician John Cary to manufacture the first
commercial oxyhydrogen microsope.19 The second
was Charles Woodward (1789-1877), a scientist and
lecturer best known for his work on polarized
light.20
Birkbeck began his lecture with a discussion of the
nature of light. At one point, he used a limelight
magic lantern, designed by Woodward, to project
light through a prism to produce a color spectrum
on a screen:
I shall even again advert to the subject of
light, for the purpose of shewing you a very
beautiful prismatic appearance, made known
to me very conveniently for my purpose, by
our excellent Chemical Lecturer, Mr. Cooper,
and brought before you by its ingenious inventor, Mr. Woodward.
The object of this invention will be perceived,
by attending to an effect formerly made
known to you, viz, the power of a prism, or
three-sided piece of glass, to separate a ray of
light into seven portions, or prismatic colours. We have not at present an opportunity
of introducing rays of light from the sun itself
[the lecture was in the evening], but we shall
find that, by the combustion of calcium, or
the metallic base of lime, we can produce an

The Theatre was now completely darkened,
to give effect to the beautiful experiment
about to be exhibited, and Mr. Cooper
stepped forward with Mr. Woodward, to adjust the apparatus alluded to by the worthy
President [Birkbeck]. This instrument consists of an application of Mr. Gurney’s oxyhydrogen blowpipe, to the combustion of
lime, for the purpose of producing an intense
evolution of light for optical experiments. [At
this point, Birbeck referred in a footnote to
John Lewthwaite’s lecture in the same venue
a few months earlier, noting that he specifically mentioned “the vivid intensity of light”
produced by limelight.] As soon as the
flame, arising from the ignition of the mixed
oxygen and hydrogen gases, was directed
upon the lime from the jet, its combustion
was effected, and the light being directed
through the prism attached to the apparatus,
a splendid artificial rainbow appeared on the
ceiling of the Theatre; exhibiting all the beauty of the natural bow, and displaying the
prismatic colors in the same perfection.21
The original account of Birkbeck’s lecture did not
illustrate the apparatus used in this part of the lecture, but it clearly was a marriage of a magic lantern
and Gurney’s oxy-hydrogen blowpipe. Just such an
apparatus was illustrated by Woodward in his 1851
book on polarized light (Fig. 14). In his description,
Woodward stated that the apparatus “has long been
used by the author, who considers it to possess
great power, and to be more convenient for private
investigation than any other, while it is equally well
adapted for use in the lecture-room.”22
Earlier, in 1837, Andrew Pritchard (1804-1882), a
leading instrument maker and author of many
books on microscopy, mentioned Birkbeck’s 1825
lecture (although incorrectly giving the date as
1824).23 He described the apparatus as “a large
magic lantern.” He also wrote, “I would not omit,
however, to mention, that, about the same time,
Mr. Woodward instituted some experiments with
the phantasmagoria, where the light was obtained
in the same way.”24 This does not necessarily mean
that Woodward staged phantasmagoria shows—
more likely this refers to Philip Carpenter’s Improved Phantasmagoria Lantern (Fig. 15), which
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electricity. Woodward delivered the very last lecture
at the Institution as it was about to close in 1823. 25
In the section of Birkbeck’s lecture dealing with
telescopes, he exhibited a view of William Herschel’s large reflecting telescope:

Fig. 14. Charles Woodward’s limelight magic lantern, composed of Gurney’s oxyhydrogen blowpipe (left) married to Carpenter’s Improved
Phantasmagoria Lantern. Woodward (1851).

Fig. 15. Carpenter’s Improved Phantasmagoria Lantern, probably similar to the one used by Woodward.

A large and beautiful transparent diagram of
this magnificent instrument was here exhibited to the audience, and excited mingled
feelings of surprise and approbation. Of this
elegant transparency, the engraving, which
forms the frontispiece to the present Number, is a correct representation, and we feel
much satisfaction in embracing the present
opportunity of laying it before our readers
[Fig. 16].26

Fig. 16. Engraving of William Herschel’s Grand
Telescope, used to represent a transparency shown
by George Birkbeck in his 1825 lecture on telescopes and microscopes.
The London Mechanics’ Register, November 26, 1825, p. 65.

Samuel Highley. 1871. Optical instruments—XXII. The magic
lantern. The Technical Educator, vol. 3, p. 232.

resembles the outline of the lantern in Fig. 15. It is
possible that Woodward experimented with a limelight lantern even before 1825. From 1820 to 1823,
he lectured on natural philosophy at the Surrey Institution, where Goldsworthy Gurney was the chemistry lecturer. Gurney delivered a lecture on the oxyhydrogen blowpipe in 1823, the same year Woodward gave a course of lectures on pneumatics and

It is hard to tell whether this transparency was projected by a magic lantern or was some sort of large
transparent painting, lit from behind. In the early
19th Century, the term “transparency” sometimes
referred to magic lantern slides, but sometimes referred to other types of transparencies. Birkbeck
himself, in a lecture inaugurating the Institution’s
new lecture theater in July 1825, described some of
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of the equipment in the room: “A large frame, six feet
square, for the exhibition of transparent diagrams,
was placed behind the lecture table, and was so contrived that it might be raised or lowered, or turned on
a spindle to the right and left, so as to afford a complete view of the diagrams to spectators in every part
of the room.” In the same lecture, Birkbeck referred
to a diagram of a mechanism for raising sunken ships:
“A handsome transparency, of which the preceding
figure is a representation, was now fixed in the diagram frame. . . .” Many of the transparencies in various lectures given by Birkbeck were simple line diagrams, but he also showed images of the Bell Rock
lighthouse and even Stonehenge.27
Another frequent lecturer, John Wallis, gave many
lectures on astronomy both before and after the new
lecture theatre was completed. He referred to many
astronomical transparencies with motion effects typical of lantern slides available at the time, such as the
moon revolving around the earth, motions of the planets, and solar and lunar eclipses, many of which were
illustrated in The London Mechanics’ Register (Fig.
17). If Wallis’s transparencies were projected by a
magic lantern, the mode of illumination is not known,
but presumably he would have had access to the same
apparatus as Birkbeck.28

Fig. 17. Woodcut representing a transparency used by
John Wallis in his astronomy lectures in 1825. It
shows the relative size of planets, as well as a comet.
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When Birkbeck turned his attention to the microscope, the high point of the lecture was a demonstration of the solar microscope, but since it was an evening lecture, no sunlight was available, so he turned
again to Mr. Gurney’s oxy-hydrogen blowpipe:
The Theatre was again darkened, for the purpose of shewing the operation of the solar microscope, by means of the ingenious application of the oxy-hydrogen blowpipe, described
in the early part of the Lecture. The images of
the objects, powerfully illuminated, were
thrown upon a screen placed before the apparatus, and the magnitude to which they were
enlarged, enabled the spectators to distinguish
their most minute parts in the greatest perfection. Specimens of different kinds of wood,
such as beech, willow, &c. both branches and
roots, were thus exhibited, and the variety observable in the beautiful structure of their fibres, was admirably exemplified. This application of the oxy-hydrogen blowpipe is a striking
instance of the power of science, for when the
combustion of the mixed gases was first employed for the purpose of producing an intense
heat, the instrument could not be used without
endangering the life of the operator, though in
its improved form, it may be directed to scientific purposes with perfect safety; and for optical experiments, we can produce a sun of our
own, without waiting for the solar rays, or undergoing the inconvenience occasioned by the
lamp connected with the common lucernal.29
This account of George Birkbeck’s 1825 lecture describing the use of limelight for both the magic lantern and the oxyhydrogen microscope, has been periodically rediscovered by various authors, yet Birkbeck’s contribution remains largely unnoticed. In addition to Goring and Pritchard’s 1837 book, it was
mentioned in identical language, including the mistaken 1824 date, in an anonymous 1841 article on the
oxy-hydrogen microscope, with an engraving of a current model of the microscope (see Fig. 1). Pritchard’s
account was quoted verbatim in Simon Henry Gage’s
1908 article on the history of the projection microscope. Alerted to Birkbeck’s lecture by Pritchard’s
account, Lindsay Lambert wrote an article on his contribution in 1991 for The New Magic Lantern Journal. Most recently, Bob Nuttall, apparently unaware
of these previous citations, published an article on
Birkbeck’s lecture in 2011 for the Quekett Journal of
Microscopy. Despite the fact that Birkbeck, Cooper,
and Woodward actually used limelight for image projection at exactly the same time as the invention of
Drummond’s limelight spotlight, credit for the dis-
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covery of limelight typically goes to Drummond.30
Optician and lecturer Edward M. Clarke (see note
5), who designed his own oxyhydrogen microscope,
gave the credit to Woodward. In 1842, Clarke wrote,
“This brilliant light was first adapted to the illumination of the microscope, by Charles Woodward,
Esq., President of the Islington Institution, who
(assisted by his friend Mr. Wilkinson of Pall Mall)
succeeded in exhibiting transparent objects by its
aid, and thus rendered this valuable instrument of
philosophical research completely independent of
the rays of our uncertain sun. Mr. Woodward has
kindly shown me the original instrument, and I am
happy in acknowledging that I have derived much
valuable information, from his experience, in its
management, and his suggestions for improvement.
It was (like most other first attempts) of a very rude
construction, and liable to many casualties, all
which were, however, disregarded by the spirited
experimenters in their ardour to prove the main
facts of the beauty and efficiency of this mode of
illuminating the microscope.”31
Early Exhibitions of the Oxy-Hydrogen Microscope in London
Once the usefulness of limelight illumination was
established, various opticians and scientists worked
to design models of the oxyhydrogen microscope
suitable for public exhibition. These designs eventually came to resemble modified limelight magic lanterns, which were evolving simultaneously (see Fig.
1). The first to succeed were chemist John Thomas
Cooper, who had worked with Birkbeck and Woodward on their demonstration in 1825, and London
optician John Cary. They unveiled their oxyhydrogen microscope before a gathering of scientific gentlemen in 1832 and gave their first public demonstration in 1833 at 21 Old Bond Street. They later
moved their exhibition to 287 Strand. Daniel
Cooper, the son of John Thomas Cooper and editor
of The Microscopic Journal, gave a detailed account
of these developments in 1841, making sure his father was mentioned first:
The first and most important attempt to develope to the public gaze the microscope on a
large scale, was made by Mr. Carpenter, of
Regent street, who for many years exhibited a
solar microscope, for the gratification of the
public. The uncertainty, however, of the
weather, and state of atmosphere generally in
this country, and more especially in the metropolis, was the great obstacle to this exhibition. This difficulty, at first sight insurmountable, was at length overcome by Mr. J. T.
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Cooper, who had for many years applied for
private purposes, the oxy-hydrogen gases projected on lime, (known generally as the oxyhydrogen light) as a means of illustrating in his
laboratory and lectures, many of the important
facts connected with light.
At a meeting of a few scientific friends to witness the results of some experiments with this
light, at Mr. Cooper’s laboratory, then at the
Aldersgate School of Medicine (twelve years
since). Mr. Cooper and Mr. John Carey [Cary],
of the Strand, feeling assured of the principle
and stability of the application, proposed to
apply this substitute for the solar rays to the
illustration of microscopic power, and accordingly arrangements were made, and a microscope constructed, adapted expressly to the
peculiar nature of the light, which, as is well
known, differs in many respects from that received from the sun. The first microscope (an
experimental one) was opened in the Strand in
the year 1832, nearly opposite the end of Norfolk street; this spot was selected on account of
the contiguity to Mr Carey’s workshops, as a
matter of convenience only.
When by dint of much time and experimental
application, Messrs. Cooper and Carey had
accomplished their labours to their satisfaction, the scientific public it will be remembered, were invited to attend at 21, Old Bondstreet, on 18th of February, 1833, to witness the
first public exhibition of this kind ever presented, in which the oxy-hydrogen light was made
to perform all that had been hitherto effected
with direct solar light; and it is but justice too
those gentlemen to affirm, that this exhibition
was considered to be, both by scientific men
and the public at large, not only most creditable to the labours of the projectors, but the
most interesting and important that had ever
been offered to the public and which could not
fail to attract the attention of persons in every
age, rank, and station in life;—but possessing
the noble aim of enlarging the views of the
multitude, by drawing their attention to the
wonderful and beautiful adaptations of nature
to secure her end. No exhibition was for a period better attended than was this; others in
the course of a short time sprang up in various
parts of the metropolis and the provinces, and
two are even daily exhibited at the galleries of
Practical Science in London, forming the leading attraction and exciting the general interest
and amusement of those who visit these institutions.
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We have dwelt rather longer on this part of
our subject, than it was our intention to do.
We shall at all times be advocates for giving
“merit where it is due,” and as we do not find
a representation of the above facts in work
recently published, expressly on the subject of
the “Oxy-hydrogen Microscope” by a Philosophical Instrument Maker, we have considered it but fair to place them on record [this
may refer to Andrew Pritchard’s treatise published in Goring and Pritchard 1837 (see note
23)].
The application then of the hydro-oxygen
light to microscopic purposes, by Messrs.
Cooper and Carey in the place of the very uncertain means (solar light) by Mr Carpenter,
created at this period a very general taste for
microscopic science.32
Although Cooper and Cary were, and still are, generally credited with developing the first commercial
oxyhydrogen microscope exhibited in 1833, the role
of Charles Gould (1786-1849) has often gone unmentioned. He worked for Cary’s optical firm, and
served as manager for several years. Gould, an expert optician, designed a widely sold pocket compound microscope and a lucernal microscope (see
note 29), among many other contributions to microscopy. It was Gould who provided the technical
expertise in optics behind Cary and Cooper’s oxyhydrogen microscope. He described the microscope in
the 1839 edition of his Companion to the Compound, Oxy-hydrogen and Solar Microscopes made
by W. Cary. Although ignored in most newspaper
accounts, he was given credit in an article in The
Tourist:
The most astonishing view of these animals,
and of the wonders of the microscopic world
in general, is presented by a recent improvement in the solar microscope—we refer to Mr.
Gould's instrument constructed under the
direction of Mr. Cooper and Mr. Carey, the
optician,—the extraordinary effect of which is
daily exhibited at No. 287 Strand. It acts on
the general principle of the solar microscope,
but is supplied with an artificial and most
brilliant light, produced by the mixture of hydrogen and oxygen gases on lime. The writer
had recently an opportunity of witnessing the
effect of this extraordinary instrument, and,
without describing in detail the beauties or
the horrors which it brought to light from the
invisible world (in doing which he would be
obliged to draw very largely on the faith of his
readers), he may give some general idea of the
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spectacle, by stating that the instrument magnifies three hundred thousand times, so that a
drop of water appears to cover a surface of a
hundred square feet! We cannot but anticipate
some important accessions to physical science
from this extraordinary instrument, and we
confidently recommend it to the notice of our
readers as a source of much instruction and
amusement.33
Just months after the first public exhibition of Cary
and Cooper’s microscope, James Holland and Edward Joyce announced a Magnificent Exhibition of
Holland and Joyce’s Oxyhydrogen Microscope.34
Their venue at 106 New Bond Street was less than
half a mile from the original exhibition at 21 Old
Bond Street, and a little over a mile from Cary and
Cooper’s venue at 287 Strand. Their show was in direct competition with Cary and Cooper’s exhibition.
Holland and Joyce claimed to have two advantages
over Cary and Cooper, improved achromatic lenses
and the ability of the microscope to project images of
opaque objects. The Spectator described their show
with an imaginary dialog between the newspaper and
the lecturer:
Suddenly all is dark; and after a while we discern a white disc, eighteen feet in diameter,
upon which a light is thrown from small aperture on the other side of the room. An enormous animal, in size beyond that of the elephant Chuny [Fig. 18], appears; and a voice
proclaims it to be nothing more than “a common flea, magnified by the Oxy-Hydrogen Microscope, upwards of two million and a half
times [Fig. 19].” This is the utmost power ever
attained by the microscope; and it is not approached by another instrument of the kind.
You perceive that the animal, though but a
semi-transparent object, appears perfectly well
defined, and in its natural colours. This instrument also is the only one that exhibits opaque
objects. The great difficulty as regards them is
that the light is reflected from their surface,
instead of through the object as is the case with
transparent substances. A piece of jewelry,
fragments of ore, seeds, &c., are shown in remarkably strong relief, and in their natural
colours.
Spectator—“This microscope is really achromatic, and so is CARPENTER’S in Regent
Street; but the powers of this instrument are so
greatly superior to his when he employs the
Drummond light.” Lecturer—“You did not
perceive in this microscope of Mr. HOLLAND
that prismatic fringe which is observable in the
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bition. You will hardly be able to show, by
means of the prodigious magnifying power of
this instrument, that splendid object the diamond-beetle, which looks like an incrustation
of gems [Fig. 20].” Lecturer—“As yet, the
power of Mr. HOLLAND’S Microscope in
opaque objects is scarcely developed. At any
rate, this is not only the first, but as yet the only instrument which represents opaque objects
highly magnified. That cameo [Fig. 21], which
appeared like a colossal bust, nearly eighteen
feet high, measured in reality but half an
inch.”35

Fig. 18. The skeleton of Chuny (Chuney, Chunee) the
elephant. While in a menagerie in London, this elephant
was a major attraction, the largest living animal Londoners had ever seen. After his death, his skeleton was in the
Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons until destroyed by a German bomb in 1941.
Fig. 20. Above: Brazilian
diamond beetle (Entimus
imperialis), a favorite object projected with the
oxyhydrogen microscope.
http://www.virtual-beetle.com/
images/curculionidae/
enthimus/imperia.jpg

Left: Portion of an elytron (wing cover) of a diamond beetle from a 19th century microscope slide.
Courtesy of David Walker (http://www.microscopy-uk.org.uk/
mag/indexmag.html?http://www.microscopy-uk.org.uk/mag/
artjan15/dw-CaryGould.html).

Fig. 19. Highly magnified flea, as seen through a
Gould microscope. Science Museum, London.
other Gas Microscope in Old Bond Street;
nor have you the disadvantage of waiting, as
was often the case when Mr. CARPENTER
exhibited his Solar Microscope, for a sufficient quantity of the solar rays. Spectator—“This is by far the best, certainly. But
one must not forget that CARPENTER was
the first who exhibited the Solar Microscope;
and that the Gas Microscope in New [Old]
Bond Street was the first application of the
Drummond light to the purpose of showing
transparent objects, as this is the first that
has exhibited opaque ones. CARPENTER’S
Microcosm, with its Lucernal Microscopes,
Kaleidoscopical Camera, Optical Illusions,
&c., however is a curious and beautiful exhi-

Fig. 21. Cameo of French natural philosopher
François Arago (1786-1853) projected with the
oxyhydrogen microscope. From E. M. Clarke 1842, p. 61.
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The Oxyhydrogen Microscope at the Galleries of Practical Science
The “galleries of Practical Science in London” with
daily exhibitions of the oxy-hydrogen microscope,
mentioned in Daniel Cooper’s article, were the Adelaide Gallery and the Polytechnic Institution. The
Adelaide Gallery was the first to purchase one of
Cary and Cooper’s microscopes. A few years later,
the Polytechnic ordered a larger model, also built by
Mr. Cary’s firm. The Adelaide Gallery’s chemistry
lecturer, William Maugham, was put in charge of
exhibiting the “Grand Oxy-hydrogen Microscope,”
which was housed in the Microscope Room of the
Gallery. He delighted audiences with enormously
enlarged fleas, insect wings and eyes, and the microscopic inhabitants of Thames River water. Maugham
also demonstrated various chemical experiments,
including the melting of platinum with an oxyhydrogen blowpipe, supposedly of his own design.
Back in Philadelphia, Robert Hare once again leapt
into action, complaining to the American Philosophical Society that Maugham was ignoring his invention of the oxyhydrogen blowpipe decades earlier.36
Maugham, in turn, asserted his own priority regarding another aspect of the oxyhydrogen blowpipe—
the production of limelight for the oxyhydrogen microscope. When presented with a silver medal by
the Society of Arts for his work on the blowpipe,
Maugham’s stated in his letter to their journal that
he had anticipated the work of Cary and Cooper:
“The mode of producing the light upon lime for the
oxy-hydrogen microscopes by Cary, Cooper, and
others, I was not acquainted with until long after I
had obtained the light myself for the proprietors of
the Adelaide Street Gallery; I always employed balls
of lime, and through Messrs. Cooper and Cary I
learnt that cylinders of the same earth are decidedly
better. The apparatus which I employed for a microscope commenced by Mr. Tully, is still at the Gallery, and is open to the inspection of any person who
wishes to see it. Most likely the last sentence refers
to an instrument like the solar engiscope, a modification of a solar microscope, built for Dr. Charles
Goring by optician William Tulley (Fig. 22), with
Maugham substituting limelight for sunlight.37
Another exhibitor of the oxyhydrogen microscope at
both the Adelaide Gallery and the Polytechnic was
John Frederick Goddard (1795-1866) (Fig. 23). Like
Woodward, he was particularly interested in polarized light, and in 1839, he demonstrated a polariscope of his own design adapted for use with Cary’s
oxyhydrogen microscope. Using limelight, he conducted various experiments with polarized light, and
even revealed patterns of polarized light produced

Fig. 22. Solar engiscope designed by William Tulley
for Dr. Charles Goring. The instrument combines a
solar microscope (left) with a modified camera obscura (right). Sunlight reflected from the mirror
passes through the lenses of the microscope. When
attached to the camera obscura, the image is reflected onto a white screen (t) of paper or plaster of Paris. Eyepieces on either side allow more than one
person to view the image simultaneously. From: Goring & Pritchard 1837, p. 85.

Fig. 23. John Frederick Goddard, who exhibited the oxyhydrogen microscope at the
Adelaide Gallery.

by the surface of insects and other animals when
illuminated at an angle by limelight. Like John
Thomas Cooper (see note 19), Goddard also worked
on the early development of photography. In 1841,
John Beard, who held the sole license to produce
daguerreotypes in England, opened the first British
photographic studio at the Polytechnic. Goddard
worked with him on improving the photo-sensitive
coating on photographic plates and the use of limelight for illumination to shorten the very long exposure time for daguerreotypes: “A bust was then taken by the oxy-hydrogen light in the space of three
minutes. The time formerly required by the old process [with sunlight] was about five or six minutes in
the middle of the day; but with the more recent improvement of Mr. Goddard (we believe the iodide of
bromine) he is enabled to take likenesses in the
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space of from two three seconds, to one and a half,
to two minutes.” In 1842, Goddard began working
with George Smith, who opened the first photographic studio in Southampton.38
Another key figure in the promotion of the oxyhydrogen microscope was instrument maker Edward
M. Clarke; his career has been well covered by others, especially Brian Gee and Jeremy Brooker (see
note 5), so only a short summary will be given here.
Clarke set up his instrument business in close proximity to the Adelaide Gallery, giving him exposure to
those who visited the Gallery. He set up a small theater in his establishment where he could exhibit the
oxyhydrogen microscope and other instruments. He
marketed his own model of the oxyhydrogen microscope (Fig. 24), which, like many of his instruments,
offered relatively minor “improvements” to the work
of others. In 1840, he was appointed lecturer at the
Adelaide Gallery itself, giving him an opportunity to
entertain audiences with the oxyhydrogen microscope and dissolving views while advertising his
wares. He even developed his own dissolving view
apparatus, the Biscenascope, which used a single
light source with a mirror to direct the limelight to
one of two projection lenses. Ultimately, this somewhat awkward design could not compete with the
double-lantern dissolving view projectors like those
used at the Polytechnic, and Clarke soon abandoned
this design in favor of a two-lantern system.39
Like a number of instrument makers, Clarke published a handbook with directions for use of the oxyhydrogen microscope and his other instruments,
which doubled as a catalog for his shop.40 Although
he credited Charles Woodward with the first use of
limelight for projection, he also somewhat exaggerated his own contributions, while diminishing those
of Cary and Cooper. This led the Polytechnic, which
was using a large custom-built Cary microscope, to
issue a statement that Cary had learned the secret of
limelight “nearly twenty years ago,” no doubt from
Cooper, which was then “unluckily communicated to
Mr. Clarke two years back.”41 Of course, both Woodward and Cooper were involved with George Birkbeck’s demonstration of limelight for projection in
1825, “nearly twenty years ago.”
While the Adelaide Gallery and the Polytechnic exhibited the oxyhydrogen microscope almost daily for
many years, with several different lecturers, other
London “Galleries of Practical Science” soon acquired their own oxyhydrogen microscopes. In January 1834, the London Mechanics’ Institution presented an exhibition of the Oxy-Hydrogen Microscope by a Mr. Shea, who was claimed as the inventor, along with a demonstration of the Drummond

Fig. 24. Edward M. Clarke’s oxyhydrogen microscope. From: E. M. Clarke 1842, p. 3.
light. In March 1836, London physician and microscopist Henry Goadby (Fig. 25) lectured at the Royal
Institution on insect anatomy, “illustrated by preparations exhibited by the oxy-hydrogen microscope.”
In April 1848, Goadby lectured at the Royal Polytechnic Institution on the structure and function of insects, illustrated by “a powerful oxy-hydrogen microscope,” which may have been the Polytechnic’s own
instrument. Shortly thereafter, he emigrated to the
United States, where he continued to lecture on insects with the oxyhydrogen microscope.42

Fig. 25. Dr. Henry Goadby, who lectured with the
oxyhydrogen microscope in London and the United
States. Wellcome Images.
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Provincial Scientific Entertainments
Exhibitions of oxyhydrogen microscopes spread
from London venues like the Adelaide Gallery and
the Polytechnic Institution to provincial Mechanics’
Institutes, exhibitions, and fairs, or were exhibited
by itinerant lecturers in a variety of venues. Manchester, being a large city, had a number of venues
for exhibiting the oxyhydrogen microscope. A local
Italian optician, Joshua Ronchetti (1790-1850), announced an exhibition of an “immensely Magnifying
OXY-HYDROGEN MICROSCOPE” at his shop on
Market Street in the summer of 1834. Public venues
included the Manchester Mechanics’ Institution, the
Athenaeum, and the Royal Victoria Gallery of Practical Science. At the Royal Victoria Gallery in 1840,
the distinguished physicist William Sturgeon (17831850) (Fig. 26) lectured on electricity, galvanism,
and optics, with a demonstration of the Gallery’s
own oxyhydrogen microscope. Sturgeon had lectured at the Adelaide Gallery in the 1830s and was
appointed Superintendent of the Royal Victoria Gallery in 1840. In December 1843, the Manchester
Athenaeum announced a “GRAND TREAT TO THE
CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS,” which featured Dissolving Views and the Oxy-Hydrogen Microscope, along
with a group of Italian Minstrels.43

Fig. 26. Dr. William
Sturgeon, who lectured with the oxyhydrogen microscope at
the Adelaide Gallery
in London and the
Royal Victoria Gallery
in Manchester.

Smaller provincial cities relied upon visiting lecturers or local talent to exhibit the oxyhydrogen microscope, the magic lantern, the spectroscope, the polariscope, and other instruments. In 1835, a Sheffield teacher, Charles Morton, gave free lectures at
the Sheffield Mechanics’ Institute, employing an
oxyhydrogen microscope made by Francis Chadburn of the same city. In 1840, a powerful oxyhydrogen microscope was exhibited at the Nottingham
exhibition, along with a model of York Minster and
a circular canal with moving model steamboats,
among other curious objects and manufactured
goods. The Salford Royal Mechanics’ Institution
hosted weekly exhibitions of works of art, curiosities, and models, at least one of which included a
demonstration of limelight and the oxyhydrogen
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microscope. Plymouth was fortunate to have a local
teacher, electrical engineer, and inventor, Jonathan
Nash Hearder (1809-1876) (Fig. 27), who was a frequent lecturer from the 1840s until about 1870. Despite having lost most of his eyesight at an early age,
Hearder gave exhibitions with both the magic lantern
and oxyhydrogen microscope, along with demonstrations of electrical devices and other instruments. He
also gave demonstrations of limelight, dazzling audiences with its brilliance.44

Fig. 27. Jonathan Nash Hearder, frequent lecturer
with the magic lantern and oxyhydrogen microscope in Plymouth. Lee-Ann Hearder.
Irish Eyes on the Screen
The oxyhydrogen microscope came to Ireland as
early as 1834. In 1838, the Royal Dublin Society
began supplementing its in-house lectures by sending its own lecturers into provincial cities and towns
to give public talks on science. One of the most
popular lecturers of the 1840s and 1850s was a local
surgeon, William Lover (1801-1864). In 1842, he
published a textbook for school students entitled
Facts in Chemistry. In his discussion of hydrogen,
he noted that “It is extensively used with oxygen . . .
in the oxy-hydrogen blow-pipe, and the oxyhydrogen microscope: in the first, to obtain such an
intense heat as to melt the most refractory bodies;
and in the second, to procure a light, with the assistance of lime, which is intolerable to the eye.” Lover
obtained his own oxyhydrogen microscope, designed and built by a prominent local optician,
Thomas Grubb (1800-1878) (Fig. 28), best known
for his outstanding telescopes.
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powerful illumination.46
To India and Beyond
The oxyhydrogen microscope soon spread to Britain’s
overseas colonies. As early as 1834, surgeon W. T.
Stevenson published A Companion to the OxyHydrogen Microscope, Being a Description of Some
of the Living Animals as Shewn by that Instrument
now Exhibiting at Calcutta. In the introduction to
his book, Stevenson described the microscope in
glowing terms:

Fig. 28. Thomas Grubb, Dublin instrument maker
who supplied an oxyhydrogen microscope for Irish
lecturer William Lover. Wikipedia

An 1851 ad in the Waterford News announced a
“Course of Six Lectures on Animal Physiology, in Connection with Zoology, and the Physical Constitution of
Man,” illustrated by “Mr. Lover’s Painting on Glass,
Magnified by the Double Oxy-Hydrogen Microscope” (probably a combination of an oxyhydrogen
microscope and a magic lantern). An 1854 ad in the
same newspaper announced a lecture on vision and
the eye, also using the Oxy-Hydrogen Microscope.
For nearly 20 years, Lover exhibited the oxyhydrogen
microscope and the limelight magic lantern throughout Ireland, until he was disabled by a stroke in 1859.
In this devoutly religious country, his lectures took on
a religious tone, with references to the microscope
revealing the Wonders of Creation, a view in line with
the Natural Theology of that period. He became so
closely associated with the oxyhydrogen microscope
that he was nicknamed “Oxy-Lover.” He had other
interests as well. He was a champion of steam power,
and he often performed electrical demonstrations in
his lectures. He also worked as a medical illustrator,
drawing images on stone for lithographic plates in
medical texts.45
Usually the oxyhydrogen microscope was exhibited
alongside magic lanterns, electrical devices, working
model steam engines, and other devices. However, an
unusual pairing occurred when musician Giulio
Regondi toured Ireland with a guitar and concertina
in 1834 and 1835. During intervals between musical
selections, James Holland of London exhibited his
Achromatic Oxy-Hydrogen New Ionian Microscope,
which enabled the audience to view creatures in a
drop of water magnified 900,000 times, and “an insect magnified so as to render it in appearance a Leviathan.” Holland also demonstrated the limelight’s

The perfection and use of an instrument possessing such gigantic powers as the OxyHydrogen Microscope, will be likely to form a
new era in science. By its means thousands of
minute species of animated nature hitherto
unknown and unseen may be made apparent
and exhibited on a scale unparalleled in magnitude. Species, too, of the most extraordinary
form, economy, and description. This instrument is an application of the light which has
been so successfully employed by Lieutenant
Drummond. . . . The light is produced by the
combination of oxygen and hydrogen in a state
of combustion, projected upon a mass of lime,
which by peculiar machinery is made to change
constantly its position and present a new surface to the inflamed gases. This light is of extraordinary brilliancy and power: its intensity
is so great that the retina cannot bear its influence with impunity for any lengthened period.47
The oxyhydrogen microscope reached Australia and
New Zealand at least by the 1840s. In the late 1840s,
daguerreotypist and magic lanternist J. W. Newland
included the oxyhydrogen microscope in his magic
lantern shows. Newland was at the Royal Victoria
Theatre in Sydney in May and June 1848, where his
exhibition of the oxyhydrogen microscope, dissolving
views, chromatropes, and the Drummond light, was
oddly paired with Mr. J. P. Hydes, “Congo Minstrel
and successful Delineator of Negro Eccentricities.”
The latter offered “a variety of Ethiopian Melodies,
with the Congo Bone Castanet Accompaniment.”
Newland also appeared at the School of Arts in Sydney in early June, minus the blackface minstrel show.
The oxyhydrogen microscope was a regular feature
along with dissolving views, chromatropes, and music
at Spencer’s Royal Polytechnic in Sydney, which
opened in 1854. In the 1860s, chemist and lanternist
H. T. Watts was giving scientific lectures in Auckland,
New Zealand and exhibited the oxyhydrogen microscope, including in his lectures crowd-pleasing views
of animals in a drop of water. In the 1870s and
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and 1880s, Royal Polytechnic lecturer John Henry
Pepper, on a tour of English-speaking countries,
included the oxyhydrogen microscope with his usual
array of dissolving views and ghost effects.48
The Oxyhydrogen Microscope Comes
America

to

The first notice of an oxyhydrogen microscope arriving in the United States was a short advertisement
in a New York paper that managed to get the name
of the manufacturer wrong. This ad ran many times
in the New York American from November 21 to
December 31, 1834:
Just arrived from London, and now exhibiting
at the large rooms, 108 Broadway, corner of
Pine street—hours of exhibition from 3 to 10
P.M.—admission 25 cents—PERRY [CARY]
AND COOPER’S ORIGINAL GRAND HYDRO
-OXYGEN MICROSCOPE; unrivalled for the
brilliancy of its light, the splendor and variety
of its objects, and its great magnifying powers. This instrument is a recent invention, and
is considered the chef d’oevre of the optical
and chemical sciences. It has been visited in
London and other cities of Great Britain by
upwards of 300,000 persons, and is now for
the first time for the inspection of the American public. Exhibition of Living Aquatic Insects every evening.49
Probably this first exhibition was presented by a Dr.
Weldon, who exhibited his Original Grand HydroOxygen Microscope at Scudder’s American Museum
in New York (Fig. 29) in 1835 and 1836. The New
York Commercial Advertiser described the exhibition in dramatic terms:
In the American Museum, in N.Y., the force of
its other well-known and manifold attractions
is swallowed up in that of the marvelous Hydro-Oxygen Microscope, which there nightly
exhibits its world of wonders to an astonished, and we add, terror-stricken crowd. . . .
So amazing is the magnifying power of this
microscope, that it can optically increase the
size of objects from 14,000 to 6,000,000 of
times. It can make the finest cambric seem as
if woven with cables and increase the wing of
a fly to the dimensions of 150 feet [a considerable exaggeration, considering most screens
were about 20 feet wide!]. . . . The skeleton
larvae of the gnat—almost invisible to the naked eye—is here magnified to a size it can
barely take in—exhibiting through the transparent texture of the insect’s body, the circu-

Fig. 29. The American Museum in New York. The
museum was run by John Scudder until 1841,
when it was purchased by P. T. Barnum.

lation of the blood, the action of the muscles,
and its whole internal economy. A bed-bug is
rendered a hideous and digesting monster of
more than 30 feet long—a flea, larger than an
elephant, looks a far more formidable dragon
than any overcome by St. George; a piece of
the finest lace looks like nothing so much as
the rough lattice work of a vineyard; and the
eye of a common fly as eight feet long, exhibiting a remarkable structure of a thousand different orbs of vision studding the surface. . . .
But the most remarkable of all, and that which
elicits most of our astonishment and surprize,
is the appearance of a single drop of pure water, which absolutely seems a pond, filled to
repletion with the most hideous and ravenous
monsters, disporting in every restless activity,
and their forms of motion developed as clearly
as on a naturalist’s engraving. Prominent
among them is the great Hydrophilus or Water Devil [see back cover], the shark of this
mimic ocean, which every days consumes
eight times its own weight of insects [Here the
language becomes preposterously exaggerated, since a Hydrophilus beetle larva cannot
live in a single drop of water, and does not eat
eight times in own weight each day]. These
animals, at times, engage in a contest of ap-
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parently frightful animosity, and again play
themselves as if actuated with the most
boundless enjoyment. Who that looks at a
vase of clear and pure water ere he puts it to
his thirsty and anxious lips, could imagine the
world of jarring interests he is consigning to
his stomach?—We have known a lady who, as
far as fear of water goes, has been afflicted
with hydrophobia ever since she saw it.50
In April 1836, Dr. Weldon appeared at Mechanics’
Hall in Alexandria, Virginia, with the same microscope. Again, the announcement contains the usual
Barnumesque language and exaggerated measurements, although in this case the images were said to
be projected on a white disc of only 200 square feet
(16 feet in diameter):
Among the many beautiful specimens presented will be a single drop of water, magnified 2,500,000 times, discovering myriads of
living beings in full activity, which present
themselves in all their seeming gigantic proportions and really terrible conformations.
Also, the Skeleton Larvae of the Gnat, discovering its whole internal structure, particularly
the lungs, heart, and the passage of the blood
vessels [Insects do not have lungs, blood, or
blood vessels; they breathe through tiny tubes
called tracheae and hemolymph flows
throughout the body].
The Eye of a Fly will be seen 12 feet in diameter, and the Wing about 200 feet in length.
The Sting of the Honey Bee about 8 feet and
the Tongue about 7 feet in length. The teeth of
a Fly will be distinctly seen about 4½ feet in
length [Flies do not have teeth]. The Chintz
or Bed Bug will be magnified 50 feet in
length, and the common Flea larger than an
Elephant. . . .
The last scene is a magnified combination of
living aquatic insects. Their peculiar habits
may be distinctly observed, some the size of
Crocodiles, seizing and devouring their prey,
some fighting with the greatest ferocity, and
others sporting among their subaqueous
groves. The whole scene warms with life and
produces upon the mind of the beholder
astonishment at the wonders of the Microscopic World.
Weldon later spent the entire month of January
1837 exhibiting the microscope at the Louisville Museum in Louisville, Kentucky. In late February, he
was back in New York, lecturing with the micro-
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scope at the Mechanics’ Institute of the City of New
York.51
In April 1835, a hydro-oxygen microscope was exhibited at the Museum in Albany, New York. The newspaper announcement gives few details. At the time of
writing this article, an antique map and print dealer
was displaying a handbill for the “Hydro-Oxygen Microscope” at the Albany museum in which the wording and order of presentation of specimens is very
similar to the New York City account, suggesting it
may have been the same microscope.52
In August 1835, “Dixon & Reed’s Oxy-Hydrogen Microscope with a Magnifying Power of 6,000,000!!!”
was announced at Mechanics’ Hall in Lowell, Massachusetts. The fact that it was called an oxy-hydrogen
microscope instead of hydro-oxygen suggests it may
have been a different instrument, but the identities of
the exhibitors are unknown.53
A “Hydro-Oxygen-Microscope” was announced at
Rembrandt Peale’s Museum in Baltimore in October
1835. The same sorts of specimens are mentioned,
including a “bed bug magnified to the extent of 60
feet, a flea to 20 feet, the eye of a fly to 18 feet and the
wing to 300 feet long.” The larvae of mosquitos and
gnats also are mentioned, as are pieces of lace and
cambric. As usual, many of the dimensions are exaggerated. The objects were projected on a disc of white
canvas with an area of 400 square feet, which is only
about 23 feet in diameter.54
A Hydro-Oxygen Microscope appeared in New Haven, Connecticut in the summer of 1836, exhibited by
a Dr. Frisbie, said to be the inventor of the device.
The Connecticut Herald announced its arrival in
town:
The exhibition of this splendid production of
American ingenuity . . . will take place each
day for several days at the Hall, corner of
Chapel and Orange sts., opposite the New Haven Bank. The magnifying power of this instrument produces the most astonishing developments, not only to the eye of the philosophical inquirer, but to every observer of animated
nature. The common mind can hardly conceive
that a single drop of water is a most magnificent object, containing a world of beings of the
most singular hue and form, presenting a scene
of busy life, as active as that of the green babel
upon which we move. Yet it is so presented to
us, while the minutest objects, of every species
and character, are made hideous or pleasing by
their vast dimensions.55
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The Columbian Register added a bit more detail:
The Hydro-Oxygen Microscope, invented by
Dr. Frisbie, and now exhibiting at Saunder’s
Hall, Smith’s building, corner of Chapel and
Orange sts., is one of the greatest curiosities
with which our city has been visited. This unrivalled instrument reveals to our astonished
eyes the beauties and perfections of the minute works of the great Creator; such as, a
single drop of water magnified 2,500,000
times! occupying the surface of a disc of 230
square feet [17 feet in diameter], and teeming
with living insects and animalcula; showing
eels in vinegar [actually nematode worms,
Turbatrix aceti, which feed on the microbial
cultures used to make vinegar], mites in figs,
crystallizations, &c.”56
Other lecturers of the late 1830s brought the oxyhydrogen microscope to various parts of the country
from New York to Mississippi. In December 1836,
Rubens Peale’s Museum in New York announced the
Grand Achromatic Hydro-Oxygen Microscope,
which would reveal the “hidden portions of creation.” In April 1837, William J. and Henry Hanington of the “Dioramic Institute, City Saloon” announced a mixed program at a new facility they
called the Brooklyn Institute. In addition to Hanington’s Grand Hydro-Oxygen Microscope, there
were Moving Dioramas, an Italian Pantomime, German Minstrels, the Automaton Minstrel, and Afong
Moy, the Chinese Lady, singing in Chinese. Hanington’s Hydro-Oxygen Microscope was a regular attraction at their Dioramic Institute on Broadway in
New York, with showings advertised in May and
July 1837, with a similar assortment of other acts
and attractions.
Peale’s Museum in Philadelphia featured Dr. Robert
Hanham Collyer (Fig. 30) and his Grand Achromatic
Hydro-Oxygen Microscope in May 1837 (the same
one exhibited earlier at Peale’s Museum in New
York). This microscope was claimed to magnify objects 8 million times. It was also claimed that “in a
single drop of water are seen myriads of living creatures, displaying all their natural habits and ferocity,
being frequently observed in the act of destroying
and devouring one another.”
In June 1838, Herr Schmidt & Co. appeared at the
Saloon of the Mississippi Hotel in Natchez, Mississippi. The program included a Grand Hydro-Oxygen
Microscope, Panoramic Views or Dissolvent Tableaux, mechanical Fireworks, and other attractions.56a

Fig. 30. Robert Collyer,
who exhibited the oxyhydrogen microscope at
Peale Museums in New
York and Philadelphia in
1836 and 1837.
https://www.eapoe.org/people/
collyerh.htm

The Oxyhydrogen Microscope in the 1840s.
In the 1830s and 1840s, the United States generally
lacked established institutions like the Adelaide Gallery and the Polytechnic, which could hire their own
lecturers, so the microscope was more likely to be
exhibited by traveling lectures. One of the most prolific lecturers was Dionysius Lardner, a British lecturer who toured the United States from 1842 to
1844. He incorporated the oxyhydrogen microscope
into many of his lectures, but it never was at the
head of the bill. Usually it appeared somewhere
from the middle to the end of an announcement,
among lectures on astronomy, light, steam, etc., illustrated with magic lantern slides, moving panoramas, dissolving views, and scientific experiments.
Lardner had lectured in London and the provinces
for many years, was familiar with all the major lecture venues, and knew many of the men involved in
perfecting the oxyhydrogen microscope. He had at
least two such microscopes in America, the second
having been imported from Cary’s optical firm in
1844. In June 1844, Lardner gave a lecture at the
National Theatre in Philadelphia on “The Solar or
Gas Microscope,” in which he demonstrated Cary’s
instrument. Sometimes lectures with the oxyhydrogen microscope were given by Lardner’s assistant
and projectionist, Robert Grant, who presumably
used Lardner’s equipment. When exhibiting Lardner’s show at the Apollo Hall in Washington, Grant
followed a performance of the Original Virginia
Minstrels.57
In November 1844, about a month after Lardner’s
new oxyhydrogen microscope was destroyed in a fire
in Providence, Rhode Island, a different microscope,
described as the Monster Gas Microscope, appeared
in Philadelphia, exhibited by a Mr. Keevil at Peale’s
Museum. Keevil followed Lardner’s style in giving a
series of lectures on astronomy and polarized light,
with the oxyhydrogen microscope as an add-on each
night, along with Dioramic Views and “a splendid
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collection of Chinese Fireworks.” In December,
Keevil appeared with the same program at the Assembly Rooms in Baltimore.
The Hydro-Oxygen Microscope was a regular feature at Barnum’s American Museum in New York in
the 1840s, along with dissolving views, chromatropes, laughing gas, a petrified human body, a
live orangutan, a wax figure of Queen Victoria, and a
variety of singers, comedians, and other performers.
In 1847 and 1848, Mr. J. K. Kennedy, possibly a
Pittsburgh businessman, exhibited an oxyhydrogen
microscope in several western and southern cities,
often partnered with John H. Lillie, an inventor of
an electro-magnetic engine. They appear to have
traveled down the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers, appearing successively in Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, New
Orleans, and Jackson and Vicksburg MS. They exhibited the Drummond light, the oxyhydrogen microscope, Morse’s telegraph, Lillie’s motor, and a
circular model railroad powered by an electric motor.58
Gabor Naphegyi’s Short Lecturing Career.
Exhibitions of the oxyhydrogen microscope were
very popular in the 1850s. One of the most colorful
individuals to exhibit the oxyhydrogen microscope
in this period was a man who called himself by the
Hungarian name Gabor Naphegyi, although he was
not Hungarian, but Bohemian, and his real name
was Sonnenberg. In reality, he was an extremely
successful con man who circulated among the cream
of society and owned a splendidly furnished mansion in New York complete with a conservatory filled
with exotic plants. He turned up in all sorts of places from New York and Washington to Bastrop, Texas; New Orleans; St. Louis; Mexico; Venezuela; and
the Virgin Islands.
Naphegyi had a habit of ingratiating himself with
powerful men, including the President of the United
States and other Washington politicians; the French
Emperor Maximillian of Mexico; the President of
Venezuela; and the former President of Mexico, Antonio López de Santa Anna. At various times, he
claimed to be the son of the Egyptian ambassador, a
chemistry professor at a Hungarian university, a
professor of languages at the University of Texas, a
physician in the Hungarian army, the secretary of
Hungarian revolutionary patriot, Lajos Kossuth
(who said he knew nothing about him), the Washington representative of Santa Anna when the old
man was trying to regain power in Mexico, an adventurous traveler in the Arab world, and an expert
on dozens of languages. He used various titles, including Mr., Dr., and Col. Naphegyi. For several decades after arriving in the United States in 1849, he
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was charged with plagiarism, forgery, swindling various people out of their money, failure to pay bills,
writing bad checks, and other offenses. He was arrested multiple times, but usually managed to wriggle
out of the charges. His exploits were well chronicled
in the newspapers, which described him as a swindler, con man, and humbug, yet he made himself
wealthy and continued to circulate in high society.
About the only time he seems to have made an honest
living, of sorts, is when he persuaded Emperor Maximillian of Mexico to give him a contract to design and
build the gas works for the city of Veracruz.59
How Mr. Naphegyi came to be a showman exhibiting
magic lantern slides and the oxyhydrogen microscope
is a mystery, but he often had at least pretended to
have an interest in science. In May 1851, he turned
up in Toronto, identifying himself as a professor at
the university in Pesth, Hungary, and seeking an appointment as professor of botany and chemistry at
the University of Toronto. Since he had no documents attesting to his qualifications, the university
convened a committee to examine his knowledge.
Botany professors submitted a series of relatively
simple questions, which Naphegyi chose to answer in
German because of his “imperfect acquaintance with
the English language,” despite claiming to be an expert on languages.
Based on his answers, the committee concluded that
“no benefit could result from the employment of Doctor Naphegyi’s services in the department of Botany.”60 As for chemistry, The New York Times years
later wrote about his misadventures in Toronto and
stated that, “His weakness or his strength was chemistry, about which, it turned out, he knew enough to
enable him, if he chose, to blow up half the college
buildings.”61 Apparently undeterred by the committee’s skeptical view of his scientific credentials,
Naphegyi further claimed to have invented the hyalotype process, the procedure for making positive photographs on glass for lantern slides and stereoscopic
views. The committee, however, credited “Messieurs
Larghim [Langenheim] of Philadelphia” with the invention and pointed out that Naphegyi himself had
stated that he had exhibited “slides made by those
Gentlemen” in his lectures.62
Naphegyi’s short lecturing career got off to an inauspicious start shortly after arriving in the United
States via New Orleans in 1849. According to a San
Antonio newspaper, writing of his exploits nearly 20
years later, Naphegyi soon left New Orleans. Apparently, “the police were at his heels” for swindling people by selling tickets to a fake raffle for a piece of his
own artwork. On his way out of town, he stole gold
from a Catholic priest. Finding his way to St. Louis,
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he was the guest of “banker Mandelbaum” and
“protégé of Drs. Pollak, Pope and Prout.” These men
were just the sort of individuals Naphegyi would
latch onto for years—prominent men with money.
While in St. Louis, he tried unsuccessfully to begin a
public lecturing career. “Having failed in his efforts
to exhibit a hydro-oxygen gas microscope and a solar microscope, and after involving the Convent of
St. Francis Xavier, the Female Seminary of the Sacred Heart, and a number of private gentlemen in
heavy loss, he suddenly disappeared.”63
In January 1850, Naphegyi “located himself at
Georgetown [Washington DC], in connexion with
the College there, and is devoting his really brilliant
talents to the natural sciences.” On January 7, he
gave a lecture to the faculty, and all present were
said to be delighted with his experiments. Among
the apparatus he claimed to have procured from
London was “a Drummond Light Microscope, which
magnifies objects in the most astonishing and brilliant manner.”64 A week later, Naphegyi gave a public lecture with the Drummond Light Microscope,
magic lantern slides, and dissolving views at Carusi’s Saloon in Washington (Fig. 31). The program
was fairly elaborate, with subjects from crystallography, anatomy, zoology, botany, and astronomy, as
well as dissolving views of Hungary and Turkey. All
of this was accompanied by music from Joseph
Kessler, a pianist from Vienna.
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On January 1, 1851, Naphegyi brought his magic lantern show and exhibition of the oxyhydrogen microscope to Baltimore’s Washington University (a medical college). The program was much the same, although the lantern slides, which he called HYELOTYPIC OBJECTS, included the Battle of Bunker Hill,
Washington delivering his inaugural address, and
portraits of Presidents Jackson, Polk, Taylor, and Fillmore, plus General Winfield Scott and Hungarian
Revolutionary Kossuth. The program concluded with
dissolving views of the accidental burning of the U.S.
Steamship Missouri at Gibraltar (Fig. 32), scenes of
moving ships, Pyramic Fires (chromatropes), and the
Microscopic Kaleidoscope.
In late January and early February 1851, Naphegyi
appeared again in Baltimore at Masonic Hall, under
the sponsorship of the St. Vincent de Paul’s Library
Association. The Baltimore paper announced that
“the distinguished Hungarian exile” would “give a
course of Instructive and Scientific Lectures,” which
included a similar assortment of microscopic views
and dissolving views. This is the last record I have
found so far of his exhibiting the oxyhydrogen microscope or magic lantern.65

Fig. 32. The burning of the steamship Missouri at
Gibraltar in 1843. Naphegyi included dissolving
views of this scene in some of his lectures.
Wikimedia Commons

Fig. 31. In 1850, this building in Washington
housed Carusi’s Saloon, a major music hall,
dance hall, theater, and meeting site. It changed
names many times and was called the Lyceum
Theater when this photograph was taken around
1903. The lower level once housed the city’s post
office.
Madison Davis. 1903. A history of the city post-office. Records of the Columbia Historical Society 6:143-213.

Mr. Whipple’s Oxyhydrogen Microscope. A far
more respectable lecturer with the oxyhydrogen microscope in the 1850s was pioneering Boston photographer John Adams Whipple (1822-1891) (Fig. 33).
Among his many achievements, Whipple was one of
the first to make daguerreotypes of the moon through
a telescope, and the first to make daguerreotypes of
microscopic objects through a microscope. In the ear-
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power of this splendid instrument.”66
Various ads and articles about Whipple’s exhibitions
never made any argument for the educational value of
the shows—they were intended to be pure entertainment. The oxyhydrogen microscope was not claimed
to be a way to learn about biology, but rather to observe the “antics” of microscopic organisms. One Boston paper reported that the “new Microscope is a
whole book of revelations, and very amusing ones, to
judge by the peals of laughter that greet every new
tribe of aboriginals from the vast universe of littleness.” Nevertheless, some writers were eager to distinguish Whipple’s instruments from a mere “tin toy”
magic lantern: “Whipple’s instruments are supplied
with large and expensive achromatic lenses from one
of the most celebrated opticians in Germany, and unequalled by anything of the kind in the world, except
the similar instruments in the Royal Polytechnic Institution in London.”67

Fig. 33. John Adams Whipple, pioneer Boston
photographer who exhibited dissolving views and
the oxyhydrogen microscope during the 1850s.
“John A. Whipple and the Daguerrean Art,” Photographic ArtJournal, August 1851, pp. 94-95.

After completing his run at the Melodeon, Whipple’s
show went on the road, visiting major cities in the
Northeast, including Worcester, New Bedford, Salem,
Fall River, Springfield, and Pittsfield MA; Hartford
and New London CT; Providence and Newport RI;
Portsmouth NH; Portland ME; and Philadelphia PA.
When he was at Liberty Hall in New Bedford, he
demonstrated the power of the Drummond light from
the cupola of the Hall (Fig. 34).

ly 1850s, Whipple travelled throughout the Northeast, as far south as Baltimore and Washington, presenting exhibitions of dissolving views, most of which
included demonstrations of the oxyhydrogen microscope. Whipple initially presented his shows at his
Daguerreotype Rooms, but the crowds soon outgrew
that space and he moved to Boston’s Melodeon. On
February 18, 1850, he presented a show that not only
included a variety of dissolving views, but also an oxyhydrogen microscope that would reveal “the population of the Cochituate drop” (Cochituate Lake was a
reservoir that supplied Boston’s water).
The show remained at the Melodeon until mid-May
1850, and accounts of the exhibition became increasingly detailed. A Worcester paper, reporting on the
Boston exhibition, stated that “The lens of the oxyhydrogen microscope is the largest and best ever imported for that purpose, and it effect is wonderful. A
great difficulty in this kind of microscope, heretofore,
is that it very quickly destroyed life in the more minute and delicate animalculae subjected to its action.
But by a new invention, which separates the heat
from the light, this difficulty is remedied, and the beholder is able, for some time, to view the antics of
these minute beings under the immense magnifying

Fig. 34. Liberty Hall in New Bedford, Massachusetts. When Whipple brought his exhibition of dissolving views and the oxyhydrogen microscope to
town, he demonstrated a powerful Drummond light
from the cupola of the building.
https://www.whalingmuseum.org/new-bedford-lyceum-history/
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In September and October 1850, Whipple’s Dissolving Views were back in Boston, this time at Tremont
Temple. For the Christmas holiday season, Whipple
was at Odd Fellows’ Hall in Washington, where he
put on an elaborate show of dissolving views, the
oxyhydrogen microscope, European views, pyramic
fires (chromatropes), and a miscellaneous assortment of slides such as Gen. Zachary Taylor riding a
horse, a portrait the “Swedish nightingale” Jenny
Lind, and motion slides of ships at sea.
Whipple remained in Washington through January
1851 and then moved on to the Saloon of Temperance Hall in Baltimore (here the word Saloon refers
to a meeting hall, not a drinking establishment). By
April 1851, Whipple’s show was back in New England, exhibiting at Mechanic Hall in Salem, Massachusetts. At this point, the road show was being
presented by Whipple’s partner, William B. Jones,
while Whipple attended to his photographic business. An ad in the Salem paper described the objects
shown by the oxyhydrogen microscope, essentially
the same as those shown by other exhibitors: “the
sting of the Honey Bee, four or five feet in length;
the eye of a fly, three or more feet in diameter,
shown to consist of thousands of smaller eyes, and a
number of other objects, magnified in proportion,
with a variety of minute living animals, moving upon the screen in full view of the audience, exciting
immoderate laughter by their erratic movements.”68
Jones continued touring with Whipple’s Dissolving
Views in New England in 1851 and 1852, appearing
in Portsmouth, New Hampshire in May 1851; at Libby’s Hall in Portland Maine in June; Aborn Hall in
New London, Connecticut in January 1852; Springfield, Northampton, and Greenfield, Massachusetts
in February 1852; and Pittsfield, Massachusetts in
March 1852. In 1853, Whipple’s show, apparently
under new management, moved westward, appearing in Buffalo, New York in January; Cleveland, Akron, and Ravenna, Ohio in March; and Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania in April. The program included the
usual array of dissolving views and other lantern
slides, chromatropes, the oxyhydrogen microscope,
and demonstrations of the Drummond light.
However, the show had acquired the name Whipple’s Grand Exhibition of Chemical Dissolving
Views. The show’s appearances seem to have become more sporadic after that. In December 1854
and January 1855, Whipple’s Chemical Dissolving
Views appeared at Townsend Hall in Buffalo, New
York, with the full range of dissolving views, travel
slides, moving slides, Chromotypes or Artificial Fire
Works, the oxyhydrogen microscope, and even a
demonstration of the oxy-hydrogen blowpipe. The
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last newspaper announcement of “whipples Chemical
Dissolving Views” that I have found is for an appearance in Hillsdale, Michigan in August 1859 in Waldron Hall, a building best known as the site of Sister
Ellen G. White’s religious vision in 1857. In the ten
years that Whipple’s Dissolving Views were on tour,
the program seems to have changed very little besides
periodic introduction of new lantern slides.69
Prof. Starr’s 40-Year Lecture Tour. Another
prominent exhibitor of the oxyhydrogen microscope
in the 1850s and beyond was Alfred Adolphus Starr
(1820-1897). Starr was born in New York and initially tried his hand as a merchant, but gave that up in
1845 to become a lecturer. Apparently he started
with a home-made oxyhydrogen microscope, but
eventually purchased a high quality instrument. He
was unusual in several ways. First, throughout his
career, the oxyhydrogen microscope was the featured
attraction of his lectures, rather than being an add-on
to a magic lantern show or lecture. He did, however,
include “illuminated views” with the magic lantern in
at least some lectures.
He also was a ventriloquist, and used those talents to
amuse adults and children alike. Starr’s presentations were primarily designed to entertain his audiences; The New York Times described one of his
presentations as “one of the most wonderful, instructive and laughter-provoking entertainments . . . ever
witnessed.” Starr was unusual among “scientific” lecturers in continuing his exhibitions through the Civil
War years. In the early 1860s, most illustrated science lectures disappeared, as potential lecturers and
male audience members went off to war. Even newspaper stories about popular scientific subjects largely
vanished, replaced by battle reports and death notices. In 1865, a number of scientific gentlemen organized the New York Microscopical Society and named
Starr as the first President.70
From 1845 until about 1884, Starr lectured mostly in
small venues—churches, schools, Odd Fellows Halls,
Y.M.C.A. meeting halls, etc. Judging from newspaper
accounts, his exhibitions hardly changed at all over
nearly 40 years. They included the standard array of
highly magnified bee tongues, fly eyes, and insect
wings, along with living aquatic insects in a tank.
Generally the high point of each presentation was the
feeding of a live Water Tiger (see back cover), often at
precisely 8:30 PM. A newspaper account from 1880
dramatically described this feature of the program:
The great act was reserved for the last; the water tiger was brought out to be fed. An innocent little creature was put into the water with
the tiger, and the big fellow let him skip around
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and flourish for a while, for all the world like
a “master” in Wall street, and then the tiger
made a spring, and behold! the innocent little
insect was swallowed; you could see him going down the tiger’s throat and away down
into his innards. Then the tiger brought out a
couple of arms he had not used before, and
patted himself over the jaws, as if he were
saying to himself: “Well done, old boy.”
At least by the 1870s, Starr advertised his lectures
through the National Lecture Bureau located at
Cooper Union in New York, but most of his lectures
seem to have been in the Northeast, with occasional
forays westward to cities such as Cincinnati, Detroit,
and Minneapolis. Initially, he was invariably called
Mr. A. A. Starr, but in about 1859, he started using
the honorific, probably self-bestowed, of Prof. A. A.
Starr.71
The newspaper record of Starr’s itinerary, probably
quite incomplete, starts in December 1851, when he
exhibited his Hydro-Oxygen Microscope at the
Broadway Tabernacle in New York. His whereabouts in 1852 are unknown, but in January 1853, he
was again in New York, this time at Metropolitan
Hall (lower saloon), where he announced that “the
water tiger will be fed at half past eight o’clock, on
living creatures.” In May 1853, he appeared at Gilman’s Saloon in Hartford, Connecticut (Fig. 35),
where the ever-present Water Tiger was to be magnified to 20 feet long. He was at the First Congregational Methodist Church in Brooklyn in December
1856, St. James Hall in Buffalo in June 1858, Concert Hall in Burlington, Vermont in September 1858,
and the Melodeon in Cleveland in September 1859.
In Burlington, the feeding of the Water Tiger was
incongruously followed by magic lantern slides of
the Holy Land.72
During the Civil War, several of Starr’s exhibitions
were benefits for Soldiers’ Aid Societies and Sanitary
Commissions, including at the Young Men’s Hall in
Detroit in June 1862 and at Cooper Institute in New
York in February 1864. He also entertained soldiers
at Soldier’s Depot in New York in June 1865. From
the 1860s to the 1880s, Starr often lectured at
Y.M.C.A. halls and churches, including Henry Ward
Beecher’s Plymouth Church Sunday School in
Brooklyn on Christmas 1862, Bethel of Plymouth
Church in Brooklyn in November 1869, Westminster
Presbyterian Church in Brooklyn in February 1870,
the First Congregational Church in Chicago in September 1870, The Brooklyn Y.M.C.A. in February
1874, Fourth Church in Hartford in January 1876,
Ross Street Presbyterian Church in Brooklyn in November 1877, Minneapolis in August 1879, and the
Rondout Y.M.C.A. Hall in Kingston, New York in
January 1884.73

Fig. 35. Broadside advertising Gilman’s Saloon in
Hartford, Connecticut in March 1851. The Aztec Children were two children with microcephalic heads and
cognitive disabilities from El Salvador. They were
exhibited in “human zoos” during the 19th century.
http://connecticuthistoryillustrated.org/islandora/
The 1870s and Beyond. By the 1870s, the appeal
of the oxyhydrogen microscope as an entertainment
spectacle was beginning to fade in the United States.
At a time when audiences were becoming better educated and more sophisticated, one Philadelphia
newspaper suggested that spectacles like the oxyhydrogen microscope had little prospect of reaching
less educated audiences:
One of the most popular forms of microscopic
exhibition is the display of living creatures by
means of the oxy-hydrogen microscope. The
ignorant and the scientific can both enjoy an
exhibition of this sort. The various objects
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pass in review before them as the red and yellow moveable slides of magic lantern pictures
when shown to admiring Sunday school children. The Sunday school children utter and
exclamation of delight on the appearance of
each new picture. Then they utter another
exclamation indicative of their desire to see
the next picture. So with microscopy. While a
devotee of science may gaze for an hour on
the feather of a moth, or on a peculiar style of
crystal, the uncultured admirer of pretty combinations of color is pleased with constant
change and clamors for more. It is a funny
sight to see an enthusiast with his microscope
trying to interest a bumpkin whose only idea
of what he sees is that of a brilliantly-colored
disk with certain things upon it of which he
has no comprehension. After a little while the
bumpkin’s eyes grow weary and he falls
asleep, leaving the microscopist in a state of
ineffable disgust.74
Despite this pessimistic view, a few amateur microscopists continued to exhibit the oxyhydrogen microscope. In addition to Prof. Starr, who continued into
the 1880s, one of the most prominent was Rev. E. C.
Bolles (1836-1920). I did not do a comprehensive
newspaper search for his whole career, but he appears to have lectured with the microscope around
New England, mostly in the winter, in the 1870s. In
January and February 1872, he appeared with the
oxyhydrogen microscope in both Salem, Massachusetts and Portland, Maine. He appeared in Providence, Rhode Island in January 1874; in Lewiston,
Maine in November 1875; in Fitchburg, Massachusetts in December 1875; and in Lowell, Massachusetts in January 1879. As late as December 1896, he
lectured with the oxyhydrogen microscope on “Little
Things in Nature” at the Brooklyn Institute in
Brooklyn, New York.
Bolles’s real passion was history, particular the history of London. While living in London in the early
1870s, he assembled a large collection of rare books,
maps, and other materials on the history of the city.
He frequently gave stereopticon lectures on London
and other subjects, such as amateur photography.
In 1900, he became the first Dickson Professor of
English and American History at Tufts University,
and in 1905, the first Chaplain of the university. Apparently he was quite popular as a lecturer, both
with the oxyhydrogen microscope and the stereopticon. In 1876, a correspondent writing in The Monthly Journal of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers described a free lecture on London given to
that organization:
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Some weeks ago the Rev. E. C. Bolles, of Salem,
informed some of our Brothers that he would
give us a free lecture, either upon the wonders
of the microscope or his travels in Europe, illustrated by the stereopticon . . . . [On December 19, 1875, he delivered a lecture on London].
There were nearly eighty views of places of
note and fine works of art, which may be seen
within the limits of the great city, put upon the
screen by Mr. Bicknell, of Cambridge, who gratuitously assisted Mr. Bolles with his stereopticon; many of which were of places and buildings of great historical interest, and each as
they appeared, was explained and commented
upon by the speaker, in his ever pleasant and
familiar way. . . .
Mr. Bolles is one of our very popular public
speakers, having engagements to lecture in
many of the principal places throughout New
England during the winter season, and is always a favorite with all who are so fortunate to
hear him. He is a very scientific man, and
many of his lectures are upon subjects of a scientific nature. I think he is one of the most interesting speakers it has ever been my privilege
to hear.7
When he lectured in Lewiston, Maine in the same
season, the local paper was equally effusive about his
skill as a lecturer with the microscope:
The lecturer was E. C. Bolles of Salem, who
illustrated what he had to say about the microscope and its revelations, by means of a white
screen stretched across the proscenium, and a
powerful oxy-hydrogen microscope at the rear
of the hall. The assertions of the lecturer in
regard to the wonders and beauties of the microscopic world were therefore verified by a
succession of vivid pictures upon the screen;
and as the lecturer was as eloquent as his pictures were interesting, the result was a delightful evening for both eyes and ears.
There is every reason why the lecture should be
nearly perfect of its kind. Voice and style are so
admirable that even prejudice would search
long and hard before finding a flaw in his oratory. He brings to the platform elocutionary
powers which would make a recitation of the
Greek alphabet, or even of old election returns,
brilliant and interesting. This is his first qualification as a lecturer. . . .
He is the rare example of a dilettante whose
opinions have weight with professionals. We
must add, then, to his qualifications for the
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lecture platform a good subject, in which he is
personally interested, and abundant ability to
illustrate it.
The most exacting public could not ask for
more. The conditions for a good lecture were
so completely fulfilled that, from the start, the
audience found itself in perfect chord with the
speaker, ready to laugh at his jokes, see picture after picture with the eagerness of children at a magic lantern exhibition, and render
the homage of hearty applause to rhetoric
that was really as brilliant as the calcium light
in the back gallery.76
While a few amateur microscopists continued to
give entertaining public exhibitions of the oxyhydrogen microscope, the overall trend after 1870 was in
the direction of more serious scientific lectures, illustrated by the microscope, and often delivered by
professional scientists. Before the Civil War, the
United States had few professional scientists (those
who made a living doing science), and none with
advanced training in the United States. The first
Ph.D. degree in science was awarded by Yale University in 1861. After the war, there was exponential
growth in public education in general and higher
education in particular, with dozens more Ph.D.
granting universities being founded.
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In June 1870, Prof. James Aitken Meigs, an anatomist and anthropologist affiliated with the Academy
of Natural Sciences and Jefferson Medical College,
demonstrated the gas microscope at a meeting of the
State Medical Society in Philadelphia. In November
1870, Prof. Henry Morton, a chemistry professor in
Philadelphia, gave a lecture on the gas microscope at
the Peabody Institute in Baltimore. Morton, who was
a tireless advocate for the use of the magic lantern in
science education, was a very popular public lecturer.
Other scientists and professors increasingly ventured
into the public lecture realm. For example, Harvard
Botanist George L. Goodale (Fig. 37) gave a series of
four public lectures on botany at the Brooklyn
Y.M.C.A. in January 1875, illustrated with the stereopticon and oxyhydrogen microscope. In 1878, Albert N. Blodgett, professor at the Boston Dental College, lectured on “Studies with the Microscope Under
Calcium and Polarized Light” at the Boston
Y.M.C.A.77

Increasingly, scientists delivered illustrated lectures
at meetings of learned societies, and even full courses of lectures in public venues, where educational
value superseded entertainment value. For example, in May 1870, Dr. John Gibbons Hunt, a leading
microscopist and Professor at the University of
Pennsylvania Medical School, lectured with the oxyhydrogen microscope at the College of Physicians in
Philadelphia (Fig. 36). In October 1870, Hunt lectured with the gas microscope and stereopticon at
the meeting of the Optical Section of the Academy of
Natural Sciences in Philadelphia.

Fig. 37. Harvard Professor George L. Goodale, who
lectured on botany with the stereopticon and oxyhydrogen microscope in the 1870s.
Popular Science Monthly, Volume 39 (December 31, 1890)

Fig. 36. Microscope slides prepared by John Gibbons
Hunt. Courtesy of Brian Stevenson, University of Kentucky
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Meanwhile, the microscope itself was evolving. The
simple oxyhydrogen microscopes of the early 19th
century became increasingly complex “projection
microscopes,” more often associated with the university classroom than public entertainment. Other
forms of illumination gradually replaced the more
dangerous limelight, especially electric carbon-arc
lamps and eventually incandescent electric lights.
The culmination of technical evolution in the early
20th century was a projection microscope incorporated into an elaborate and expensive multi-function
lantern capable of projecting almost any kind of image, from opaque objects and book pages to lantern
slides, microscope slides, and living organisms (Fig.
38). This type of projector, a sort of Swiss Army
Knife of magic lanterns, was far more suited to permanent installation in a college lecture hall or laboratory than as an instrument for itinerant lecturers.78
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3. Simon Henry Gage. 1908. The origin and development of the
projection microscope. Transactions of the American Microscopical Society 28:5-60.
4. For biographical information on Hare, see: [Benjamin Silliman].
1858. The late Dr. Robert Hare. The American Journal of Science
and Arts 26:100-105. In this obituary, Silliman took the opportunity to vigorously defend Hare’s priority for the invention of the oxyhydrogen blowpipe, and even suggested Hare deserved some credit
for the invention of limelight. Other biographical sources include:
“Sketch of Robert Hare,” Popular Science Monthly, vol. 42 (March
1893); Edgar Fahs Smith. 1917. The Life of Robert Hare, an American Chemist (Lippincott Co., Philadelphia); Robert Hare, Wikipedia; Background note to the Robert Hare Papers, American Philosophical Society (https://search.amphilsoc.org/collections/view?
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Buhoup’s Great Floating Hindoo Pagoda
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In the 1850s J. W. Buhoup traveled with an exhibition of
“Chemical Dioramas and Chinese Pyric Fires,” advertised as “the best thing ever introduced into the United
States.” Often finding it difficult to procure a hall large
enough to accommodate his audience, Buhoup had the
moveable Pagoda constructed in Pittsburgh. Designed
to travel on a showboat, the Hindoo Pagoda was said to
seat 2400 people. The Floating Hindoo Pagoda traveled
the Ohio River until it was destroyed by fire in Trinity,
Louisiana.
Johnathan W. Buhoup was born in 1825 in Allegheny
City (now Pittsburgh), Pennsylvania. He became famous after the Mexican-American War, having written
an account of his campaign in Chihuahua with an Arkansas cavalry regiment, which marched overland to
Mexico. He fought in several battles, was taken prisoner,
and escaped with the help of a Catholic priest, then rejoined his regiment, serving until the end of the war. 1
In the 1850 Census, Buhoup is listed as a musician. As
one of the Sable Brothers (Fig. 1), a black-face minstrel
troupe, he had toured the Northeast in the 1840s and
1850s, performing in Pittsburgh, Washington, New York
City, Boston, and other cities in Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, Connecticut, and New York.2
The first record I have found of him as a chemical diorama showman is dated August 12, 1854. The Wheeling
[Virginia—later West Virginia] Daily Intelligencer advertised that Buhoup's Chemical Dioramas and Chinese
Pyric Fires, “Scientific and Beautiful,” would be exhibited for three days only at the Melodeon Hall, beginning
August 14th. The ad mentioned that the exhibition
would be along the plan of the Polytechnic Gardens at
London “and has been pronounced by all who have witnessed it to be the best thing introduced into the United
States, to which fact every one who visits it will certify.
The press of the eastern cities have been enthusiastic in
its praise, and says: ‘it is the best family exhibition ever
presented to the public.’”3 A Mr. Henderson was listed
as the “Chemist” for the exhibition, a Mr. Conner the
business manager, John Black the advertising agent, and
J. W. Buhoup as lecturer.

Fig. 1. Melodies of Bancker's Troupe of Sable
Brothers. Words and music composed and arranged by J.G. Evans of the Sable Brothers. Published 1848 by A. & J.P. Ordway, Boston.
Levy Sheet Music Collection, Johns Hopkins University.

In October 1854, the Meigs County Telegraph of
Pomeroy, Ohio, noted that Buhoup's Chemical Dioramas would be exhibited there soon, and admitted
that they were “unacquainted with the exhibitors or
the merits of this particular exhibition,” but that “the
most pleasing exhibitions they had witnessed had
been of this type.” They then quoted the Wheeling
Argus newspaper report on the show at Melodeon
Hall. “There is no mistake but these works of art are
well worth seeing. Every person who has seen dissolving views may visit these representations and see
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something new; those who have never seen dissolving views heresofore exhibited in the city should by
all means . . . see Buhoup’s Chemical Dioramas.”4
The “Polytechnic Gardens” in London was corrected
to the “Polytechnic Institute” in October advertising.
Advertisements claimed that the show “but lately
arrived in this country” and spoke of the enthusiastic praise of the press of Eastern cities. No specific
newspaper names are given, nor are any quotes
from the papers copied, as was common in advertising at the time. One view of Wales is mentioned, but
no other details. I have found no record of what
would seem to be this show in the Eastern newspapers on line.
The name “chemical diorama” is rather unusual. It
was applied to two kinds of shows. One used dioramas on the principal of Daguerre's diorama: a
painting on canvas that could be lit from the front,
then the back, giving the illusion of two different
scenes, often with a change from day to night.
Showmen Maffey and Lonati, both from French
families with a long tradition in show business,
came to the United States to show what they claimed
were dioramas by Daguerre. That's very doubtful:
the canvases were much smaller than Daguerre's,
and were not illuminated by natural light. But the
show was very successful. They began to call their
exhibition “Daguerre's Magical Pictures,” and then,
in Cincinnati, Ohio, in 1842, “Daguerre's Chemical
Pictures.” Robert Winter saw Maffey and Lonati's
show, copied it, and showed his “chemical paintings” to great success. In 1844 he began to call these
“chemical dioramas.” From the descriptions and
family letters, it is clear that these were double effect
dioramas, although Winter later added a magic lantern to his show, which traveled extensively for decades in the United States, Canada, and even Central
and South America.5
The second type of show consists of dissolving
views, with the term “chemical” probably referring
to the “Drummond light,” or “limelight,” used as an
illuminant. It's also possible that “chemical” was
used to refer to another discovery by Daguerre—
photography; early on, this was often referred to as a
great “chemical discovery.” The Daguerre diorama
was not new, but a “Chemical” diorama might lead
potential audience members to believe they would
see photographic images.
At any rate, Buhoup continued to travel with his
show; advertisements often used the same text as
the one quoted above. A family document mentions
sound effects accompanying the dioramas, along
with marionettes and ventriloquism as parts of the
show.6

Fig. 2. Advertisement for Buhoup’s Chemical Dioramas.
Monongolia Mirror, March 17, 1855

In March 1855, the Monongalia Mirror of Morgantown, Virginia [later West Virginia], announced the
“the rich entertainment” to be exhibited at Court
House (Fig. 2). The Wheeling Argus was quoted: “the
exhibition is far superior to any other of the kind
which has ever visited our city.” The Martinsville,
Ohio Enterprise was also quoted: “It is far better to
improve the mind, gratify the eye, and spend one's
time and money this way, than in appetital indulgence, and lounging about taverns, or reading novels!”7
Up until this time, Buhoup was presenting his show in
rented halls. In late May 1855, this changed: the Daily Morning Post of Pittsburgh wrote of BUHOUP'S
HINDOO PAGODA, just completed by Allegheny carpenters Boyd and Murdock. Mr. Buhoup had difficulty, it seems, in obtaining a hall large enough to hold
all his patrons, so he had this “beautiful moveable Pagoda,” capable of holding twenty-four hundred persons, built at considerable expense.

Buhoup’s Hindoo Pagoda
A description of the Pagoda follows: “It consists of
thirty-two handsomely ornamented wooden panels,
each six by twelve feet in dimensions. Four of these
panels, bolted together, form one side of an octagon,
sixty-four feet in diameter, and nearly two hundred
in circumference, the whole being protected by an
oil cloth covering, sustained by a center pole.”
“The dioramas will be exhibited in a recess attached
to the Pagoda, the interior of which is arranged to
show them off to the best advantage. The Pagoda,
although large, only weighs about 2,400 pounds,
and will be transported along the Ohio and its various tributaries, during the coming summer, in two
boats constructed expressly for the purpose.”8 According to a family document, the inside of the boat
was painted entirely in black, and seated 200. 9
People in Allegheny were to be given a chance to see
the Pagoda when it was set up in “the Diamond,” the
city having given Buhoup free use of one of the public squares for a time. Reportedly, crowds arrived
nightly to see the show in the “beautiful structure,”
the show consisting of the Chemical Dioramas, Coromatype [sic] Views, etc. 10
The show began to travel. A brief digression into
showboat history is in order. The elaborately decorated, self-powered sternwheel steamboat traveling
the Mississippi River is probably what most people
envision when they think of a showboat. This was
not Buhoup's showboat. Early showboats were fairly primitive and were “towed” (pushed, actually)
rather than being self powered. Settlers traveling
west often traveled by river: roads, if they existed at
all, were bad. It was far easier to move people and
goods by river, using canoes, keel boats, and barges;
settlements generally grew up along rivers.
In 1817, Noah Ludlow and a company of 11 arrived
in Natchez-under-the-Hill, having traveled over
3000 miles in a 25 foot long keelboat, drifting down
the river, steering with oars and poles. They stayed
in Pittsburgh for three months performing in a theater, then bought a larger boat, called (of course) Noah's Ark, in which they continued to travel, although
it's not certain if they performed on the boat at settlements.11
William Chapman is credited with the first showboat: he and his family were accustomed to traveling in a caravan to work in fairs in England. The
nine members of the Chapman family arrived in
America in 1827, worked in New York and Philadelphia theaters, before deciding to “go West” as so
many others did at the time. In 1831 they were in
Pittsburgh, the gateway to the West, and home of
the leading riverboat construction company in
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America. Prospects for performing looked dim: the
only theater in the city had been transformed into a
machine shop. They built a log flatboat with a shelter
covering a small stage and crude wooden benches.
The boat would later be sold in New Orleans for
building lumber or firewood; the actors would return
to Pittsburgh by boat or train. The Chapmans continued to travel the rivers until 1847.12
John Banvard, who popularized the moving panorama in America, began his career on these early crude
showboats, painting theater scenery and portraits.
His journeys on the rivers inspired him to paint a
moving panorama of the Mississippi, advertised as
being three miles long, which it was not. But it made
his name and fortune.13
In late June, 1855, the Grand Opening of Buhoup's
Gorgeous Hindoo Pagoda took place in Pittsburgh, on
land, with a Master Henry Madygan delivering an
opening address. The exhibition was advertised as
“the best of the kind on the Continent of America.”
On the second night, new scenes were introduced.
The dioramas and Pyric fires were shown, and a band
was on hand to accompany the performance. Newspapers noted that the Pagoda was more comfortable
than a hall could be on warm nights.14 The True
American of Steubenville, Ohio wrote of the Pagoda
on July 25, 1855, pronouncing the show “the best of
the kind we have ever witnessed,” and that the large
audience was pleased with the show. 15
The last night of the Hindoo Pagoda in Wheeling, Virginia [later West Virginia] was July 31. ALL the beautiful scenes would be produced, wrote the local paper.
And something new had been added: Buhoup's lecture on Ventriloquism, in which he explained ventriloquism and gave “many very amusing experiments.”16
In November 1855, the Spirit of the Times of Ironton,
Ohio wrote that recent exhibitions there had included
Bullard's moving panorama of the city of New York,
Winter’s Chemical Dioramas, and Buhoup's Hindoo
Pagoda. Noting that the people of the area were famous for their patronage of amusing entertainments,
and needed a relief from the toils and cares of daily
life, the paper suggested that an arrangement be
made for famous men, such as Henry Ward Beecher
and Ralph Waldo Emerson, to come Ironton to deliver a series of lectures during the winter season.17
In 1856, the Great Floating Hindoo Pagoda stopped
at Cairo, Illinois to exhibit. Buhoup advertised a
“Grand Literary Entertainment” for Vevay, Switzerland County, Indiana (Fig. 3). There were to be two
shows, at 2:00 and 7:00. However, the advertisement lists only the Chemical Dioramas and Chinese
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dlestick, and left it burning when he went to bed. The
candle burned down, set the table, drapes, and
“chemicals” on fire. These were highly inflammable
and the fire spread very quickly. Those who escaped
saved none of their belongings. Mr Buhoup lost “his
all,” to quote one account: the boat, the exhibition,
his earnings. These were valued at $4,300 (another
account said $4,390) and there was no insurance.
The citizens of Trinity took in the survivors.20

Fig. 3. Advertisement for Buhoup’s Great Floating
Hindoo Pagoda. Weekly Reveille (Vevay, Indiana), June
11, 1856.

Pyric Fires. What was literary?18 In September, the
Pagoda was in Evansville, Vanderburgh County, Indiana. “If what we have heard of these Dioramas be
true, we have never before had so beautiful an exhibition in this city.” It was here that Buhoup's two
daughters, aged two and four, first performed as
vocalists in the Pagoda. Two shows were given daily. “Literature, Science and Amusements!” wrote
the same paper, as the Pagoda continued its shows.
“The Pagoda is large and commodious,” it wrote,
“will seat 800 people, is well ventilated, everything
is conducted in a manner which renders it the most
refined exhibition of the day.”19
Disaster struck in April, 1857. The Memphis Appeal
reported: “Destructive Conflagration and Loss of
Life—Our citizens may remember the appearance at
our landing last fall of an exhibition boat, gaily decorated entitled ‘Hindoo Pagoda.’ It remained here
about a week, and for three or four consecutive days
a car, containing a band of music, paraded the
streets, drumming up visitors to the ‘show.’ The
Pagoda was not very successful here, and started
down the river, the proprietor Mr. Buhoup, intending to run up the small streams in the lower country.”
On the 8th or 15th of April—different dates appear
in accounts—the boat had burned, entirely consumed by fire in Trinity, Louisiana. Musician John
Shay burned to death, and another person was so
badly burned that he was not expected to survive;
others were injured as they tried to reach the shore.
Surprisingly, it was not the pyrotechnics of the exhibition that caused the fire. The boat had been at
Trinity and the show given. Everyone on board retired for the night. About 1:00 in the morning, they
were awakened in the midst of fire. One of musicians had put a lit candle on a table, without a can-

Buhoup became a merchant there; two years later the
Harrisonburg, Louisiana Independent reported that a
group of wealthy men had hired Buhoup as their
agent, to build a steamboat in that town for the Red
River trade. A sternwheel packet, designed for carrying freight and passengers, the boat was completed in
late April 1859. The John Ray, as it was named, was
loading for New Orleans, with J.W. Buhoup the captain. The boat left for Bayou Bartholomew on April
25.21 In 1860 the John Ray snagged and was lost;
Buhoup was not her captain at that time.22
Buhoup served in the battles of Bull Run and Manassas, and died in New Orleans while recruiting for the
Confederate Army in January 1862.23
The show business seemed to be in the family’s blood:
his daughter Clara Packard, who had been a singer on
the Pagoda from the age of four, became the owner of
a San Francisco Theater, and in 1891 founded the
Packard Theatre Exchange. Mrs. Packard’s daughter,
who used the name Maude Winter, was a promising
young actress, who died at the age of 25 of consumption.24
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Above: Larva of an aquatic beetle in the genus Hydrophilus, often called a Water Tiger or
Water Devil. A live Water Tiger being fed smaller insects often was the high point of an oxyhydrogen microscope exhibition. C
M.D. Goring and Andrew Pritchard. 1833. Microscopic Illustrations of a few New, Popular, and Diverting Living Objects. . . . (Whittaker,
Treacher, and Arnot, London).

Front Cover: Woodcut illustration of Mr. Weldon’s hydro-oxygen microscope exhibition at
Scudder’s American Museum in New York, 1835. Like most such illustrations published in
that era, it is biologically quite inaccurate. The accompanying text says it is a “faithful represention of the appearance of a drop of water,” but most of the animals depicted are not microscopic organisms, but macroscopic insects that could not live in a single drop of water.
Winged insects that don’t live in water at all are included.
“Hydro-Oxygen Microscope,” The Family Magazine, vol. 2 (1834-1835), p. 379.
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